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Case 
 
We negate the resolution. 
 
Contention one is an unrealistic solution. 
 
A universal basic income is simply too expensive. 
 
Most plans for a UBI call for each citizen receiving 12,000 dollars a year. However, Jaeger of the New 
York Times writes that handing out a UBI of this size would cost $3.8 trillion. Even if we took money from 
every means-tested welfare program, The Wisconsin Law Review finds that it would only provide 
enough money for a UBI of 2,400 dollars each year, which wouldn’t make a dent on poverty.  
 
But let’s say we did try to fund a UBI. The two ways that we would try to do it would be disastrous for 
the economy. 
 

Subpoint A is Taxes. 
 
A UBI would necessitate higher taxes on the poor and middle class. The Washington Examiner finds that 
taxing the rich alone simply won’t create enough revenue to fund a UBI. Furthermore, CEPS concludes 
that “it is preposterous to claim that the government would double its tax revenue without powerful 
groups, big companies and rich people, passing on the additional tax burden to customers and the 
powerless.” Thus, the Hoover Institution finds that a UBI would require increasing federal taxes by more 
than 70%, the largest increase in our country’s history. 
 
Unfortunately, the Hill finds that increased taxes to fund a UBI would leave the most vulnerable even 
worse off than they were before. 
 
Overall, the Tax Foundation finds that a one percent increase in taxes reduces economic growth by 1.3% 
percent.  
 

Subpoint B is Debt. 
 
The National Interest explains that America’s deficit is already 1 trillion dollars, and the government is 
already unable to pay for existing entitlement programs, making a UBI simply unsustainable. 
Additionally, Schrager of Quartz finds that “a deficit...can be justified for a one-time investment” like a 
tax cut or infrastructure spending, “but starting a [brand] new unfunded entitlement [program]...which 
creates a deficit every year going forward” has huge risks in terms of investor confidence. 
 
The University of Pennsylvania concludes that a UBI financed by the debt would significantly decrease 
private investment, thus decreasing long-term economic growth by 6.1%. 
 
  



Contention two is a real solution. 

 

Means-tested welfare is a sure-fire way to cut poverty. In a single year, the Center on Budget Policy and 

Priorities, or CBPP, writes that means-tested welfare lifted 20 million people out of poverty. 

 

This happens in two ways. 

 

First, the earned income tax credit, or EITC. 

 

The EITC is a wage supplement program that reduces poverty by reducing the taxes workers pay as they 

receive higher incomes, thus encouraging them to work more. Crucially, the CBPP quantifies that the 

EITC lifted 5.6 million people out of poverty in 2018. 

 

Second, Medicaid. 

 

KFF explains that one in five Americans is covered by Medicaid. Medicaid subsidizes the cost of 

healthcare for millions of Americans, allowing them to have affordable healthcare. Thus, the CBPP 

quantifies that Medicaid decreased poverty by 3.8 percent.  

 

Even the most generous universal basic income could not cover the cost of healthcare. Dolan of The 

Niskanen Center finds that US healthcare spending costs 11 thousand dollars a year per person, which 

would completely absorb a UBI. Even if a UBI could cover the cost of healthcare, Dolan writes that 

people would be tempted to spend their UBI on other needs, leaving behind healthcare. 

 

Health insurance saves lives. The Center for American Progress finds that people without insurance are 

more likely to delay doctors’ visits, prescription medicine, and other treatments, making them more 

likely to lose their lives to illness.  Thus, CBPP quantifies that Medicaid reduces mortality by 70 percent, 

saving 19,000 lives over four years. 

 

By voting pro, we would replace these programs with a UBI, hurting millions. 

 

Thus, we negate. 

 
  



Old Case 
 
We negate the resolution. 
 
Contention one is an unrealistic solution. 
 
A universal basic income is simply too expensive. 
 
Most plans for a UBI call for each citizen receiving 12,000 dollars a year. However, Jaeger of the New 
York Times writes that handing out a UBI of this size would cost $3.8 trillion. 
 
Even if we took money from every means-tested welfare program, The Wisconsin Law Review finds that 
it would only provide enough money for a UBI of 2,400 dollars each year, which wouldn’t make a dent 
on poverty. 
 
Increasing taxes or deficits to finance a UBI is unrealistic. The Washington Examiner finds that taxing the 
rich alone simply won’t create enough revenue to fund a UBI. Additionally, Schrager of Quartz finds that 
“a deficit...can be justified for a one-time investment” like a tax cut or infrastructure spending, “but 
starting a [brand] new unfunded entitlement [program]...which creates a deficit every year going 
forward” has huge risks in terms of investor confidence. 
 
Even if it were economically possible, the Hamilton Institute explains that increasing debt or taxes to 
fund a UBI would be politically impossible. 
 
Contention two is an unequal solution. 
  
A UBI would further the gap between the rich and the poor. 
  
The New York Times writes that replacing means-tested welfare with a UBI would redistribute money 
targeted to the poor and spread it to everybody else, including billionaires like Bill Gates. 
  
Unfortunately, the EEJ writes that the wealthy will deposit their UBI in investments that build up over 
time, while the poor would be forced to spend their money on necessities that welfare once covered. 
For these reasons, the PSI finds that when Alaska implemented a UBI, income inequality rose 21 percent 
faster than it otherwise would have. 
  
Income inequality is devastating. The Washington Post explains that when the wealthy get wealthier, the 
people around them feel relatively poorer, causing the lower and middle class to spend beyond their 
means just to keep up. Thus, the IMF warns that a 1 percent increase in inequality offsets any impact on 
poverty reduction from the economic growth that created it. 
 
Contention three is a real solution. 

 

Means-tested welfare is a sure-fire way to cut poverty. In a single year, the Center on Budget Policy and 

Priorities, or CBPP, writes that means-tested welfare programs lifted 20 million people out of poverty. 

 



This happens in two ways. 

 

First, the earned income tax credit, or EITC. 

 

The EITC is a wage supplement program that reduces poverty by reducing the taxes workers pay as they 

receive higher incomes, thus encouraging them to work more. Crucially, the CBPP quantifies that the 

EITC lifted 5.6 million people out of poverty in 2018. 

 

Second, Medicaid. 

 

KFF explains that one in five Americans is covered by Medicaid. Medicaid subsidizes the cost of 

healthcare for millions of Americans, allowing them to have affordable healthcare. Thus, the CBPP 

quantifies that Medicaid lifted 3.8 million people out of poverty in one year.  

 

Even the most generous universal basic income could not cover the cost of healthcare. Dolan of The 

Niskanen Center finds that US healthcare spending costs 11 thousand dollars a year per person, which 

would completely absorb a UBI. Even if a UBI could cover the cost of healthcare, Dolan writes that 

people would be tempted to spend their UBI on other needs, leaving behind healthcare. 

 

Health insurance saves lives. The Center for American Progress finds that people without insurance are 

more likely to delay doctors’ visits, prescription medicine, and other treatments, making them more 

likely to lose their lives to illness.  Thus, CBPP quantifies that Medicaid reduces mortality by 70 percent, 

saving 19,000 lives over four years. 

 

By voting pro, we would replace these programs with a UBI, hurting millions. 

 

Thus, we negate. 

 

  



Frontlines 
 

C1) Unrealistic Solution 
 

F2 It really costs 500 bil or 900 bil 
 
 

F2 Fiat (debate idea over implementation) 
1. Imagine if a Senator came into Congress, proposed a bill, and when he was asked on 

how to fund or implement the bill, just said “I dunno.” Feasibility and implementation 
must be addressed in this debate 

2. How it is funded is a fundamental part of whether a UBI is good or not 
 

F2 Other ways 
1. Look at our funding sheet. 

 

C2) Unequal Solution 
 

F2 UBI politically resilient 
1. CBPP: MTW has received more support over the years considering there have been 

considerable expansions of it over the years. Universal policies like unemployment 
insurance have seen cuts and Social Security has increased its retirement age.  

 

F2 UBI covers more people 
 
 

F2 UBI gives more $ 
1. It doesn’t matter because it disproportionately helps the rich more since they can invest 

that money in portfolios and stocks. This would increase income inequality, which the 
IMF explains cancels out the benefits of poverty reduction from growth. 

 

F2 UBI stops welfare trap 
1. Read from the blocks 

 

F2 UBI decreased inequality in other countries 
1. All these studies didn’t replace the welfare system. The poor would lose more from 

going from MTW to UBI. 
 
 



C3) Medicaid 
 

F2 UBI can fund private health care premiums 
1. Quartz: Health care costs would come around $11,000. This includes premiums and out 

of pocket expenses. A UBI wouldn’t be able to pay for all these costs.  

 

F2 Private is better 
1. Medicaid actually makes private insurance more affordable. NYT: Medicaid actually 

decreases private insurance premiums by 7 percent because it’s essentially another 
competitor in the market 

Medicaid decrease private insurance by 7 percent 

“How Expanding Medicaid Can Lower Insurance Premiums for All.” New York Times. 2016//SK 
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/26/upshot/how-expanding-medicaid-may-lower-insurance-premiums.html 

The Obama administration for years has been pleading with states to expand their Medicaid programs and offer health coverage to low-income 

people. Now it has a further argument in its favor: Expansion of Medicaid could lower insurance prices for everyone else.  A new study 

published by in-house researchers at the Department of Health and Human Services compared places that have expanded their Medicaid 

programs as part of Obamacare with neighboring places that have not. They found that, in 2015, insurance in the marketplace for 

middle-income people cost less in the places that had expanded Medicaid.  By comparing counties across state borders, and 

adjusting for several differences between them, the researchers calculated that expanding Medicaid 

meant marketplace premiums that were 7 percent lower.  States that choose to expand Medicaid can offer government 

coverage for everyone earning below 133 percent of the federal poverty level, about $16,000 a year for a single person. People earning more 

can buy insurance in the new Obamacare marketplaces.  But in the states that don’t expand, the rules are a little different. People with incomes 

below 100 percent of the poverty level generally have no option for subsidized coverage. But people earning between 100 percent of the 

poverty level (just under $12,000 a year) and 133 percent can buy subsidized marketplace coverage. The H.H.S. report argues that it is these 

people who help explain the premium difference.  A substantial body of research has shown that lower-income Americans tend to have poorer 

health than those who earn more. (Cause and effect isn’t clear: People may be unable to earn a higher income because of health problems.) 

And that difference may explain why Medicaid expansion may have lowered insurance premiums. Because the states that didn’t expand had 

more sick people in their middle-class insurance pool, prices went up for everyone, the paper argues. 
 

F2 Medicaid is wasteful 
1. Only 1-9 percent goes into administrative costs 

 
A2 Decreased complexity--welfare programs spend money efficiently 

Greenstein, Robert. “Commentary: Universal Basic Income May Sound Attractive But, If It Occurred, 

Would Likelier Increase Poverty Than Reduce It.” CBPP. June 2019//SK 
https://www.cbpp.org/poverty-and-opportunity/commentary-universal-basic-income-may-sound-attractive-but-if-it-occurred 

replacement for the current “welfare state.”  That is, they would finance UBI by eliminating all or most programs for people with low or modest 

incomes. Consider what that would mean.  If you take the dollars targeted on people in the bottom fifth or two-fifths of the population and 

convert them to universal payments to people all the way up the income scale, you’re redistributing income upward.  That would increase 

poverty and inequality rather than reduce them. Yet that’s the platform on which the (limited) support for UBI on the right largely rests.  It 

entails abolishing programs from SNAP (food stamps) — which largely eliminated the severe child 

malnutrition found in parts of the Southern “black belt” and Appalachia in the late 1960s — to the 

Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), Section 8 rental vouchers, Medicaid, Head Start, child care 

assistance, and many others.  These programs lift tens of millions of people, including millions of 

children, out of poverty each year and make tens of millions more less poor. Some UBI proponents 

may argue that by ending current programs, we’d reap large administrative savings that we could 



convert into UBI payments.  But that’s mistaken.  For the major means-tested programs — SNAP, 

Medicaid, the EITC, housing vouchers, Supplemental Security Income (SSI), and school meals — 

administrative costs consume only 1 to 9 percent of program resources, as a CBPP analysis explains.[1] 

Their funding goes overwhelmingly to boost the incomes and purchasing power of low-income 

families. Moreover, as the Roosevelt Institute’s Mike Konczal has noted, eliminating Medicaid, SNAP, the EITC, housing 

vouchers, and the like would still leave you far short of what’s needed to finance a meaningful UBI.[2] 

Would we also end Pell Grants that help low-income students afford college?  Would we terminate support for children in foster care, for 

mental health services, and for job training? Ed Dolan, who favors UBI, has calculated that we could finance it by using the proceeds from 

eliminating all means-tested programs outside health care — including Pell Grants, job training, Head Start, free school lunches, and the like, as 

well as refundable tax credits, SNAP, SSI, low-income housing programs, etc.  The result, Dolan found, would be an annual UBI of $1,582 per 

person, well below the level of support most low-income families (especially working-poor families with children) now receive.  The increase in 

poverty and hardship would be very large.[3] That’s why the risk is high that under any UBI that could conceivably gain traction politically, tens 

of millions of poor people 

 
 

F2 Medicaid doctors aren’t available 
1. Weissman of Slate: Even if this is true, the situation isn’t better with private insurers 

since studies show that low-income Americans have the same access to doctors 
whether they have Medicaid or a private plan. But with Medicaid, people faced less 
costs. 

Doctors dont accept medicaid just republican rhetoric, doctor acceptance up 
Wiessman, Jordan “Paul Ryan’s Favorite Talking Point About Medicaid Is Utter Bunk” Slate 
2017//MN  
https://slate.com/business/2017/03/new-stats-show-more-doctors-are-taking-medicaid-belying-a
-mendacious-gop-talking-point.html 
“We have one-third of the physicians in this nation, Brian, who are not seeing Medicaid patients,”  Price said (the cancer survivor’s 
was Brian). “And so if we want to be honest with ourselves as a society, it’s important we step back and say, ‘Why is that?’ Why are 
those doctors not seeing Medicaid patients? Let me just suggest it’s because the Medicaid program itself has real problems in it.” 
Price added that the Trump administration wants to move some patients from Medicaid to private insurance that “might be much 
more responsive to them.” It is true that many doctors do not accept new Medicaid patients, in large part because the program pays 
physicians relatively little for their services. But new data suggests Ryan is dead wrong when he says this is a growing problem. If 
anything, it appears that more doctors have started to see Medicaid enrollees in the years since the program expanded under the 
Affordable Care Act. Meanwhile, a recent analysis shows that low-income Americans tend to have similar access to doctors whether 
they have Medicaid or a private plan, which belies Price’s notion that many Medicaid patients would be significantly better off with 

coverage purchased on the individual market. In other words, some of the GOP’s favorite current talking 
points about Medicaid are bunk. When the Washington Post tried to fact-check Ryan’s Medicaid claims earlier this 
year, it had trouble finding any number at all to substantiate them. “I am not aware of any data source that would tell you one way or 
another whether the number of physicians who accept Medicaid or Medicare, or private insurance for that matter, is going up or 

down,” Julia Paradise, associate director of the Kaiser Family Foundation’s Program on Medicaid and 
the Uninsured, told the paper. But a recent survey highlighted by Bruce Jepsen at Forbes 
suggests the figure has been pretty stable in major metro areas over the past decade. 
According to the doctor job placement company Merritt Hawkins, 53 percent of 
physicians in 15 large cities said they were accepting Medicaid patients in 2017. That’s 
up from 45.7 percent in 2014, when the Medicaid expansion began, and down slightly 
from 2009, when it was 55 percent. 

https://www.cbpp.org/poverty-and-opportunity/commentary-universal-basic-income-may-sound-attractive-but-if-it-occurred#_ftn1
https://www.cbpp.org/poverty-and-opportunity/commentary-universal-basic-income-may-sound-attractive-but-if-it-occurred#_ftn2
https://www.cbpp.org/poverty-and-opportunity/commentary-universal-basic-income-may-sound-attractive-but-if-it-occurred#_ftn3
https://slate.com/business/2017/03/new-stats-show-more-doctors-are-taking-medicaid-belying-a-mendacious-gop-talking-point.html
https://slate.com/business/2017/03/new-stats-show-more-doctors-are-taking-medicaid-belying-a-mendacious-gop-talking-point.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/fact-checker/wp/2017/02/01/paul-ryans-claim-that-more-and-more-doctors-just-wont-take-medicaid/?utm_term=.035d3cce6739
https://www.forbes.com/sites/brucejapsen/2017/03/20/trumpcare-may-thwart-increase-in-doctor-acceptance-of-medicaid/2/#4a2331297c39
https://www.merritthawkins.com/uploadedFiles/MerrittHawkins/Pdf/mha2017waittimesurveyPDF.pdf


 
F2 Doctors don’t see patients 
Weissman, Jordan. “Paul Ryan’s Favorite Talking Point About Medicaid Is Utter Bunk.” Slate 
Magazine. 3/20/17//SSK 
https://slate.com/business/2017/03/new-stats-show-more-doctors-are-taking-medicaid-belying-a-mendacious-gop-talking-point.html 
“We have one-third of the physicians in this nation, Brian, who are not seeing Medicaid patients,”  Price said (the cancer survivor’s was Brian). 
“And so if we want to be honest with ourselves as a society, it’s important we step back and say, ‘Why is that?’ Why are those doctors not 
seeing Medicaid patients? Let me just suggest it’s because the Medicaid program itself has real problems in it.” Price added that the Trump 
administration wants to move some patients from Medicaid to private insurance that “might be much more responsive to them.” It is true that 
many doctors do not accept new Medicaid patients, in large part because the program pays physicians relatively little for their services. But new 

data suggests Ryan is dead wrong when he says this is a growing problem. If anything, it appears that more doctors have 
started to see Medicaid enrollees in the years since the program expanded under the 
Affordable Care Act. Meanwhile, a recent analysis shows that low-income Americans tend to 
have similar access to doctors whether they have Medicaid or a private plan, which belies 
Price’s notion that many Medicaid patients would be significantly better off with coverage 
purchased on the individual market. In other words, some of the GOP’s favorite current talking points about Medicaid are 

bunk. When the Washington Post tried to fact-check Ryan’s Medicaid claims earlier this year, it had trouble finding any number at all to 
substantiate them. “I am not aware of any data source that would tell you one way or another whether the number of physicians who accept 
Medicaid or Medicare, or private insurance for that matter, is going up or down,” Julia Paradise, associate director of the Kaiser Family 
Foundation’s Program on Medicaid and the Uninsured, told the paper. But a recent survey highlighted by Bruce Jepsen at Forbes suggests the 
figure has been pretty stable in major metro areas over the past decade. According to the doctor job placement company Merritt Hawkins, 53 
percent of physicians in 15 large cities said they were accepting Medicaid patients in 2017. That’s up from 45.7 percent in 2014, when the 
Medicaid expansion began, and down slightly from 2009, when it was 55 percent. These data may not cover the entire country, but they are 
instructive. First, they come from a substantial survey. Merritt Hawkins interviewed about 1,400 doctors’ offices in large cities like New York, 
Los Angeles, and Atlanta covering five different specialties: cardiology, dermatology, family medicine, OBGYN, and orthopedic surgery. The 
company also found that doctors working in midsize metros were slightly more likely to accept Medicaid than their peers in bigger cities, so 
there’s no particular reason to think that Medicaid is facing a more severe crisis outside the country’s larger population centers (the report only 
offered survey results for midsize metros covering 2017). A separate Merritt Hawkins survey of more than 17,000 physicians around the country 

found that 63.7 percent said they saw all Medicaid patients in 2016, up from 61.9 percent in 2014.* A pessimist like Price might 
look at these data and note that, while the problem isn’t getting any worse, about half of 
doctors still aren’t taking Medicaid patients or are limiting the number they’ll see. That sure 
makes the program sound dysfunctional. But if you’re relatively poor, it turns out that private 
coverage might not be much better. In November, an analysis by the Medicaid and CHIP Payment Commission showed that 

Americans who earned less than 138 percent of the poverty line—the population covered under Obamacare’s Medicaid expansion—had about 
the same difficulty getting access to medical care during 2014 whether they had Medicaid or private insurance (that was the first year 

Obamacare’s major pieces were fully implemented). In fact, those with private plans were twice as likely to say 
they lacked a regular source of medical care, and about 9 percentage points more likely to say 
they worried about medical bills. Medicaid patients did face slightly longer wait times. But they had far, far better access to 

medicine than the uninsured. So to demonize Medicaid, as Price does, is to ignore the fact that private insurance faces the same problems, and 
in some respects more severely. 
 
 

F2 Higher private insurance costs 
1. NYT: Medicaid actually decreases private insurance premiums by 7 percent because it’s 

essentially another competitor in the market 
 
Medicaid decrease private insurance by 7 percent 

“How Expanding Medicaid Can Lower Insurance Premiums for All.” New York Times. 2016//SK 
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/26/upshot/how-expanding-medicaid-may-lower-insurance-premiums.html 

The Obama administration for years has been pleading with states to expand their Medicaid programs and offer health coverage to low-income 

people. Now it has a further argument in its favor: Expansion of Medicaid could lower insurance prices for everyone else.  A new study 

https://slate.com/business/2017/03/new-stats-show-more-doctors-are-taking-medicaid-belying-a-mendacious-gop-talking-point.html


published by in-house researchers at the Department of Health and Human Services compared places that have expanded their Medicaid 

programs as part of Obamacare with neighboring places that have not. They found that, in 2015, insurance in the marketplace for 

middle-income people cost less in the places that had expanded Medicaid.  By comparing counties across state borders, and 

adjusting for several differences between them, the researchers calculated that expanding Medicaid 

meant marketplace premiums that were 7 percent lower.  States that choose to expand Medicaid can offer government 

coverage for everyone earning below 133 percent of the federal poverty level, about $16,000 a year for a single person. People earning more 

can buy insurance in the new Obamacare marketplaces.  But in the states that don’t expand, the rules are a little different. People with incomes 

below 100 percent of the poverty level generally have no option for subsidized coverage. But people earning between 100 percent of the 

poverty level (just under $12,000 a year) and 133 percent can buy subsidized marketplace coverage. The H.H.S. report argues that it is these 

people who help explain the premium difference.  A substantial body of research has shown that lower-income Americans tend to have poorer 

health than those who earn more. (Cause and effect isn’t clear: People may be unable to earn a higher income because of health problems.) 

And that difference may explain why Medicaid expansion may have lowered insurance premiums. Because the states that didn’t expand had 

more sick people in their middle-class insurance pool, prices went up for everyone, the paper argues. 

F2 Medicaid rejects patients 
1. Weissman of Slate: Even if this is true, the situation isn’t better with private insurers 

since studies show that low-income Americans have the same access to doctors 
whether they have Medicaid or a private plan. But with Medicaid, people faced less 
costs. 

 

F2 Doctors don’t see patients 
Weissman, Jordan. “Paul Ryan’s Favorite Talking Point About Medicaid Is Utter Bunk.” Slate 
Magazine. 3/20/17//SSK 
https://slate.com/business/2017/03/new-stats-show-more-doctors-are-taking-medicaid-belying-a-mendacious-gop-talking-point.html 
“We have one-third of the physicians in this nation, Brian, who are not seeing Medicaid patients,”  Price said (the cancer survivor’s was Brian). 
“And so if we want to be honest with ourselves as a society, it’s important we step back and say, ‘Why is that?’ Why are those doctors not 
seeing Medicaid patients? Let me just suggest it’s because the Medicaid program itself has real problems in it.” Price added that the Trump 
administration wants to move some patients from Medicaid to private insurance that “might be much more responsive to them.” It is true that 
many doctors do not accept new Medicaid patients, in large part because the program pays physicians relatively little for their services. But new 

data suggests Ryan is dead wrong when he says this is a growing problem. If anything, it appears that more doctors have 
started to see Medicaid enrollees in the years since the program expanded under the 
Affordable Care Act. Meanwhile, a recent analysis shows that low-income Americans tend to 
have similar access to doctors whether they have Medicaid or a private plan, which belies 
Price’s notion that many Medicaid patients would be significantly better off with coverage 
purchased on the individual market. In other words, some of the GOP’s favorite current talking points about Medicaid are 

bunk. When the Washington Post tried to fact-check Ryan’s Medicaid claims earlier this year, it had trouble finding any number at all to 
substantiate them. “I am not aware of any data source that would tell you one way or another whether the number of physicians who accept 
Medicaid or Medicare, or private insurance for that matter, is going up or down,” Julia Paradise, associate director of the Kaiser Family 
Foundation’s Program on Medicaid and the Uninsured, told the paper. But a recent survey highlighted by Bruce Jepsen at Forbes suggests the 
figure has been pretty stable in major metro areas over the past decade. According to the doctor job placement company Merritt Hawkins, 53 
percent of physicians in 15 large cities said they were accepting Medicaid patients in 2017. That’s up from 45.7 percent in 2014, when the 
Medicaid expansion began, and down slightly from 2009, when it was 55 percent. These data may not cover the entire country, but they are 
instructive. First, they come from a substantial survey. Merritt Hawkins interviewed about 1,400 doctors’ offices in large cities like New York, 
Los Angeles, and Atlanta covering five different specialties: cardiology, dermatology, family medicine, OBGYN, and orthopedic surgery. The 
company also found that doctors working in midsize metros were slightly more likely to accept Medicaid than their peers in bigger cities, so 
there’s no particular reason to think that Medicaid is facing a more severe crisis outside the country’s larger population centers (the report only 
offered survey results for midsize metros covering 2017). A separate Merritt Hawkins survey of more than 17,000 physicians around the country 

found that 63.7 percent said they saw all Medicaid patients in 2016, up from 61.9 percent in 2014.* A pessimist like Price might 
look at these data and note that, while the problem isn’t getting any worse, about half of 
doctors still aren’t taking Medicaid patients or are limiting the number they’ll see. That sure 
makes the program sound dysfunctional. But if you’re relatively poor, it turns out that private 
coverage might not be much better. In November, an analysis by the Medicaid and CHIP Payment Commission showed that 

Americans who earned less than 138 percent of the poverty line—the population covered under Obamacare’s Medicaid expansion—had about 
the same difficulty getting access to medical care during 2014 whether they had Medicaid or private insurance (that was the first year 

https://slate.com/business/2017/03/new-stats-show-more-doctors-are-taking-medicaid-belying-a-mendacious-gop-talking-point.html


Obamacare’s major pieces were fully implemented). In fact, those with private plans were twice as likely to say 
they lacked a regular source of medical care, and about 9 percentage points more likely to say 
they worried about medical bills. Medicaid patients did face slightly longer wait times. But they had far, far better access to 

medicine than the uninsured. So to demonize Medicaid, as Price does, is to ignore the fact that private insurance faces the same problems, and 
in some respects more severely. 
 

F2 UVA study 
1. Politifact: One of the researchers on the study said that it does not prove that Medicaid 

is ineffective because people on Medicaid were more likely to have a host of 
complication by virtue of their socioeconomic status. So it’s reverse-casual. 
 

F2 the UVA study 
Gillin, Joshua. “Medicaid recipients '97 percent more likely to die' than privately insured, 
Corcoran says.” Politifact. 4/22/15//SSK 
https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/2015/apr/22/richard-corcoran/medicaid-recipients-97-percent-more-likely-die-pri/ 
What we found is that if you’re on Medicaid and you have surgery, the study Corcoran cited did say you are more likely to die -- but it’s 

probably not because you’re using Medicaid to pay for treatment. The Virginia study The University of Virginia study was 
published in 2010, and followed the patient outcomes of almost 900,000 major surgeries 
across the country. That’s different than the Medicaid population as a whole. It also kept 
track of whether those patients had private insurance, Medicare, Medicaid or no insurance at 
all. The eight researchers adjusted for patient health care and population variables like age, income, where they lived, the type of hospital 

they were in, what kind of operation they were having and more. The results showed Medicaid patients were the most at-risk, and were 1.97 
times more likely to die following a procedure than a patient with private insurance. That’s where Corcoran got his percentage, although 
experts we talked to said it was misleading to use as a reference. Medicaid patients also were more likely to die after a procedure than 
Medicare patients (1.54 more than insured patients) and even the uninsured (1.74 times). Medicaid recipients also had the highest total costs 

and longest hospital stays, although mortality rates varied depending on a variety of factors. So does that mean Medicaid is 
the culprit for the higher odds of patient deaths? Not at all, University of Virginia School of 
Medicine professor and cardiovascular surgeon Dr. Irving Kron (rhymes with "phone") told us. 
Kron was one of the researchers for the study. While it does adjust for socioeconomic factors, 
the study notes that if you’re on Medicaid, you’re probably suffering from a whole host of 
risk factors other categories of patients don’t have, he said. Medicaid recipients are the 
poorest, least educated and sickest of all patients, and often don’t seek medical help until 
conditions are at their worst. Those patients have the highest incidence of AIDS, depression, liver disease, neurologic disorders, 

psychoses and metastatic cancer, the study said. "The reality is it’s apples and oranges," Kron said. "The problem with Medicaid is there’s more 
emergencies, because they’re sicker than most people. … They wait for care and unfortunately, emergent patients don’t do as well as elective 

patients." Kron said the study focused on whether socioeconomic status was a factor in medical 
treatment, which it clearly was, and not on the quality of the systems paying for health care. 

Corcoran insisted the study proved him right. "My point was that Medicaid is a subpar health care delivery system," Corcoran said via email. 
"The University of Virginia study supports that conclusion." 
 

F2 Medicaid surgeries are worse 
1. It’s ludicrous. 

 

F2 Medicaid overprescribed people 
 

https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/2015/apr/22/richard-corcoran/medicaid-recipients-97-percent-more-likely-die-pri/


F2 Medicaid increases overdose deaths 
Lopez, German. “Study links Medicaid expansion to 6 percent reduction in opioid overdose 
deaths.” Vox. 1/10/20//SSK 
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2020/1/10/21058699/medicaid-expansion-opioid-epidemic-drug-overdoses-obamacare-aca 

Obamacare’s Medicaid expansion, which gave millions of low-income adults access to health 
insurance, was linked to a 6 percent reduction in opioid overdose death rates — potentially 
preventing thousands of deaths — according to a new study in JAMA Network Open. The 
study looked at what happened in counties in states that expanded Medicaid under the 
Affordable Care Act by 2017, compared to counties in states that didn’t expand Medicaid, 
accounting for variables like demographic and policy differences. The Medicaid expansion was made 

optional in a 2012 Supreme Court ruling, and only 32 states and Washington, DC, had opted to expand by the study period (with the total rising 

to 37 in the past few years). The study helps put to rest claims by some Republican lawmakers, 
particularly Sen. Ron Johnson (WI), that the Medicaid expansion made the opioid crisis worse 
by expanding access to painkillers. The new study, echoing others before it, suggests the 
Medicaid expansion had the opposite effect, and that there wasn’t a link between the 
expansion and more deaths caused by painkillers, with the possible — and relatively uncommon — exception of 

methadone used in pain treatment. The researchers found that Medicaid expansion counties had a 6 percent lower rate in opioid overdose 
deaths than non-expansion counties. That was mostly due to an 11 percent lower rate of deaths involving heroin and a 10 percent lower rate 
for deaths linked to synthetic opioids excluding methadone (primarily fentanyl, now the biggest contributor to fatal drug overdoses in the US). 
 

F2 Medicaid is being cut 
1. Hill: Trump’s new budget proposal is unpopular in Congress. CBPP: Welfare programs 

have gotten a lot of support in Congress because they’re cheap, which is why they have 
been expanding for decades. 

 

F2 Trump’s new budget 
Emma, Caitlin. “Trump hits Medicaid, food stamps in push to slash domestic spending.” Politico. 
2/9/20//SSK 
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/02/09/trump-border-wall-cash-billions-112860 
Under Trump’s plan, the administration predicts the federal deficit would shrink to $966 billion next fiscal year and to $261 billion by 2030. That 

gap between government spending and revenue is forecast to exceed $1 trillion this year. As with his previous budget 
proposals, Trump is once again seeking deep and unrealistic cuts to most federal agency 
budgets, according to the budget summary tables. The cuts are unlikely to be embraced by 
Congress. For example, the administration is seeking an 8 percent cut to USDA’s budget over current funding levels. Trump’s plan would 

cut the Commerce Department by 37 percent, the Education Department by 8 percent, the Energy Department by 8 percent, the Department 
of Housing and Urban Development by 15 percent, and the Department of Health and Human Services by 9 percent. The administration is also 
seeking a 13 percent cut to the Interior Department, a 2 percent cut to the Justice Department, an 11 percent cut to the Labor Department, a 
nearly 21 percent cut to the State Department and a 13 percent cut to the Department of Transportation. The EPA’s budget would see a nearly 
27 percent chop, the Army Corps of Engineers would see a 22 percent reduction and the Small Business Administration would see an 11 percent 
decrease. 
 

Not more support for universal policies 
Greenstein, Robert. “Commentary: Universal Basic Income May Sound Attractive But, If It 
Occurred, Would Likelier Increase Poverty Than Reduce It.” Center for Budget and Policy 
Priorities. 6/13/19//SSK 
https://www.cbpp.org/poverty-and-opportunity/commentary-universal-basic-income-may-sound-attractive-but-if-it-occurred 
To further understand the risks, consider how working-age adults who aren’t working would fare.  In our political culture, there are formidable 
political obstacles to providing cash to working-age people who aren’t employed, and it’s unlikely that UBI could surmount them.  The nation’s 
social insurance programs — Social Security, Medicare, and unemployment insurance — all go only to people with significant work records.  It’s 

https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2020/1/10/21058699/medicaid-expansion-opioid-epidemic-drug-overdoses-obamacare-aca
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/02/09/trump-border-wall-cash-billions-112860
https://www.cbpp.org/poverty-and-opportunity/commentary-universal-basic-income-may-sound-attractive-but-if-it-occurred


highly unlikely that policymakers would agree to make UBI cash payments of several thousand dollars to people who aren’t elderly or disabled 
and aren’t working.  (By contrast, there is political support for providing poor families that have no earnings with non-cash assistance such as 

SNAP, Medicaid, rental vouchers, Head Start, and the WIC nutrition program.) Universal vs. Means-Tested Programs Some UBI 
supporters stress that it would be universal.  One often hears that means-tested programs 
eventually get crushed politically while universal programs do well.  But the evidence doesn’t 
support that belief.  While cash aid for poor people who aren’t working has fared poorly politically, means-tested programs as a 

whole have done well.  Recent decades have witnessed large expansions of SNAP, Medicaid, the EITC, 
and other programs. If anything, means-tested programs have fared somewhat better than 
universal programs in the last several decades.  Since 1980, policymakers in Washington and 
in a number of states have cut unemployment insurance, contributing to a substantial decline 
in the share of jobless Americans — now below 30 percent — who receive unemployment 
benefits.  In addition, the 1983 Social Security deal raised the program’s retirement age from 
65 to 67, ultimately generating a 14 percent benefit cut for all beneficiaries, regardless of the 
age at which someone begins drawing benefits.  Meanwhile, means-tested benefits overall 
have substantially expanded despite periodic attacks from the right.  The most recent 
expansion occurred in December of 2015 when policymakers made permanent significant 
expansions of the EITC and the low-income part of the Child Tax Credit that were due to 
expire after 2017. In recent decades, conservatives generally have been more willing to 
accept expansions of means-tested programs than universal ones, largely due to the 
substantially lower costs they carry (which means they put less pressure on total government spending and taxes). The 

record of recent decades thus points to an alternative course — pushing for steady incremental gains through available mechanisms, including 
means-tested programs, to provide as much of a floor as possible for Americans of lesser means. In 1967, the safety net lifted out of poverty 
only 5 percent of Americans who would otherwise be poor. Fifty years later, in 2017, it lifted 44 percent of such people out of poverty, with 
programs like SNAP and the EITC playing crucial roles alongside Social Security. A multi-pronged strategy — making the Child Tax Credit fully 
refundable so that children benefit from it fully regardless of how low their families’ income and earnings are, substantially raising the minimum 
wage and strengthening the Earned Income Tax Credit, extending affordable child care and rental assistance to millions more families, enlarging 
SNAP benefits (as a Hamilton Project paper proposes), and strengthening Social Security benefits for low-income workers — would substantially 
strengthen the income floors. It would do so in ways that are far likelier than UBI to succeed politically and much less fraught with danger to the 
very people we most want to help. 

 

F2 People don’t sign up 
1. It covers 1/5th of America 

 

F2 Trump EO -> Block grants 
1. Hill: Congress passes a resolution to block Trump’s executive order. 

 

F2 Trump’s new block grant proposal 
Weixel, Nathan. “House votes to condemn Trump Medicaid block grant policy.” The Hill. 
2/6/20//SSK 
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/481940-house-votes-to-condemn-trump-medicaid-block-grant-policy 

The House on Tuesday passed a resolution officially condemning the Trump administration’s 
new Medicaid block grant plan. The non-binding resolution won’t have much practical effect. 

It passed on a mostly party line vote of 224-189 and will almost certainly see no time in the GOP-controlled Senate. Rep. Kurt Schrader (D-Ore.) 
was the only Democrat to break with his party. The controversial Medicaid plan will let states apply for a waiver to scale back spending by 

converting part of their Medicaid funding into a block grant. Democrats argue the administration doesn’t have the 
authority to approve such drastic changes, and Medicaid advocates say the changes would 
hurt low-income people and invite states to cut costs and reduce coverage. Rep. Marc Veasey 

(D-Texas), one of the sponsors of the resolution, said the resolution is meant to “shine a light” on the administration’s attempts to gut the 
Affordable Care Act. “They’ve been talking about these block grants in Texas for a while … everybody knows these are harmful,” Veasey said. 
The vote represents the latest effort from Democrats attempting to put Republicans in a bind on health care. Democrats took control of the 

https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/481940-house-votes-to-condemn-trump-medicaid-block-grant-policy


House in 2018 after tying Republicans to the repeated attempts to repeal ObamaCare and arguing the GOP wants take away coverage from 
people with pre-existing conditions. They want to continue to position themselves as the party of health care ahead of the 2020 election. 
 

F2 Trump’s new budget 
1. Hill: Trump’s budget isn’t popular in Congress. 

 

F2 Trump’s new budget 
Emma, Caitlin. “Trump hits Medicaid, food stamps in push to slash domestic spending.” Politico. 
2/9/20//SSK 
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/02/09/trump-border-wall-cash-billions-112860 
Under Trump’s plan, the administration predicts the federal deficit would shrink to $966 billion next fiscal year and to $261 billion by 2030. That 

gap between government spending and revenue is forecast to exceed $1 trillion this year. As with his previous budget 
proposals, Trump is once again seeking deep and unrealistic cuts to most federal agency 
budgets, according to the budget summary tables. The cuts are unlikely to be embraced by 
Congress. For example, the administration is seeking an 8 percent cut to USDA’s budget over current funding levels. Trump’s plan would 

cut the Commerce Department by 37 percent, the Education Department by 8 percent, the Energy Department by 8 percent, the Department 
of Housing and Urban Development by 15 percent, and the Department of Health and Human Services by 9 percent. The administration is also 
seeking a 13 percent cut to the Interior Department, a 2 percent cut to the Justice Department, an 11 percent cut to the Labor Department, a 
nearly 21 percent cut to the State Department and a 13 percent cut to the Department of Transportation. The EPA’s budget would see a nearly 
27 percent chop, the Army Corps of Engineers would see a 22 percent reduction and the Small Business Administration would see an 11 percent 
decrease. 
 

F2 Hospitals lose money 
1. Sukhm’s Card 

 

F2 Medicaid work requirements bad 
1. Still saves thousands of lives 
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